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Abstract
Background: The focus of the paper is on scenario studies that examine energy systems. This type of studies
is usually based on formal energy models, from which energy policy recommendations are derived. In order
to be valuable for strategic decision-making, the comprehensibility of these complex scenario studies is
necessary. We aim at highlighting and mitigating the problematic issue of lacking transparency in such
model-based scenario studies.
Methods: In the first part of the paper, the important concept of transparency in the context of energy
scenarios is introduced. In the second part, we develop transparency criteria based on expert judgement. The
set of selected criteria is structured into ‘General Information’, ‘Empirical Data’, ‘Assumptions’, ‘Modeling’,
‘Results’, and ‘Conclusions and Recommendations’. Based on these criteria, a transparency checklist is
generated.
Results: The proposed transparency checklist is not intended to measure the quality of energy scenario
studies, but to deliver a tool which enables authors of energy scenario studies to increase the level of
transparency of their work. The checklist thus serves as a standardized communication protocol and offers
guidance for interpreting these studies. A reduced and a full version of the checklist are provided. The
former simply lists the transparency criteria and can be adopted by authors with ease; the latter provides
details on each criterion. We also illustrate how the transparency checklist may be applied by means of
examples.
Conclusions: We argue that transparency is a necessary condition for a reproducible and credible scenario
study. Many energy scenario studies are at present characterized by an insufficient level of transparency. In
essence, the checklist represents a synthesizing tool for improving their transparency. The target group of this
work is experts, in their role of authors and/or readers of energy scenario studies. By applying the
transparency checklist, the authors of energy scenario studies signal their commitment to a high degree of
transparency, in consonance with scientific standards.
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Background
Model-based energy scenarios
Scenario analysis is becoming an increasingly recognized
area of research. As a result, the number of scenario stud-
ies published in recent years has risen tremendously. In
2011, for example, the European Environment Agency
(EEA) listed 263 scenario1 studies [1]. Despite its
limitations (e.g. availability bias2) [2], the scenario analysis
is regarded as an adequate method to deal with what
Lempert et al. [3] call ‘deep uncertainty’. Furthermore,
Wright and Goodwin [4] propose an approach on how to
overcome some of these limitations. In the context of en-
ergy research, energy scenarios are considered to be a suit-
able and helpful means of depicting possible future
pathways in an energy system. Basically, they have two
main purposes: First, to offer orientation and contribute
to discussions about energy futures [5]; second, to support
strategic decision-making on energy issues. In this case,
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they can be seen as ‘a useful tool to helping decision-
makers in government and industry to prepare for the
future and to develop long-term strategies in the energy
sector’ (p. 89) [6]. Attempts to classify scenarios have been
made by other authors (see e.g. [7, 8]).
Due to the complex nature of energy systems, mostly
energy scenario studies benefit from models3 which may
capture qualitative and quantitative aspects of the systems.
We call these ‘model-based energy scenario studies (ESS)’.
Challenges in dealing with model-based energy scenarios
The complexity of the present and future energy systems
and their highly uncertain and dynamic nature evoke chal-
lenges for energy scenario analysis. The related questions
most likely have to be tackled from an interdisciplinary
perspective which consequently leads to the application of
a broad diversity of methods and models, with their
underlying assumptions. Thus, this represents a challenge
for the readers4 of the ESS. In our view, comprehensibility
or intelligibility of a particular model-based ESS requires
two conditions to be met for a reader:
First, the reader needs to have the technical expertise
or skills to understand what has been done in the study.
Energy scenarios in model-based ESS vary depending on
their primary purpose (e.g. assessing mitigation possibil-
ities [9]). Even if a single method is used to construct a
model-based ESS, various modeling techniques may be
employed by the authors of the study [7]. For example, a
model resulting from applying a particular simulation
method may encapsulate a series of scientific techniques
such as Monte Carlo simulations and Kalman filtering.
Often, model-based ESS are the result of adopting sev-
eral methods. In addition, the results of model-based
ESS may be used as input data for further model-based
investigations regarding questions of future develop-
ments. Suffice to say here that the adaptation of different
models and the abundance of ad hoc techniques from
which results can be derived are a source of rich diver-
sity in energy scenarios [1, 10].
Due to the increasing importance of ESS and the expand-
ing computing possibilities, the total number of available
energy models has grown considerably. These models vary
significantly in terms of structure and application which
leads to greater complexity in understanding and interpret-
ing model-based ESS. Thus, navigating through this type of
study becomes a challenging task. The heterogeneity of
applied energy models and corresponding model-based
energy scenarios demands specific technical skills for the
adequate assessment of such (often complex) interdisciplin-
ary studies. This represents not only a key barrier to the
comprehensibility of a particular study but it also makes
the comparability of the study more difficult. Over time, a
number of studies (e.g. [11–16]) have presented numer-
ous classifications of energy models which provide insight
into the differences and similarities between the models
to facilitate the understanding of ESS.
The second requirement for the comprehensibility of
model-based energy scenario studies is transparency.
Arguably, transparency is even more important than
technical skills, for it is a basic requirement of any re-
search. Transparency is a key concept of scientific work
and is particularly relevant for studies looking to the fu-
ture [17]. Transparency is a necessary but insufficient
condition for a reproducible and valuable scenario study.
In ESS transparency means that the necessary informa-
tion to comprehend, and perhaps reproduce, the model
results is adequately communicated by the authors of
the study. Bossel [18] uses the concepts of ‘black box’,
‘glass box’ and ‘grey box’ to highlight ‘different possibil-
ities for simulating system behavior’ (p. 19). These ideas
can be related to different degrees of transparency, to be
chosen by the modeler to characterize a certain system
(e.g. energy) in a model-based study. In this manner, the
black box represents a low level of transparency, and the
glass box a high level of transparency. We argue that the
employment of the latter is desirable in scientific work
because it allows reproducibility. In addition, Weßner
and Schüll [19] consider the provision of background in-
formation about a study, for example, if it is financed by
a third party, to be important to ensure scientific
integrity.
Considering one important part of ESS, a concrete ex-
ample of the need for transparency is the communica-
tion of assumptions5 (for further explanations see
‘Methods’ and ‘Results and discussion’ section). Ideally,
the ESS author6 would fully articulate all the assump-
tions, thereby facilitating that the reader understands
how a particular model-based scenario study has been
constructed. In practice, when a large model or a set of
large models is used, there is a trade-off between com-
pleteness and succinctness and only the main assump-
tions can be communicated exhaustively in the model
documentation. In extreme cases, critical assumptions
are made implicitly, unnecessarily obscuring the model-
ing exercise. In the worst case, such an approach may be
a deliberate strategy to attach objectivity to ideology
[20]. It can be concluded that providing comprehensibil-
ity for ESS appears to be a challenging issue since the se-
lection of information to be communicated needs to
take into account various aspects.
Aim and outline
This paper addresses and attempts to mitigate opacity in
model-based ESS. In particular, we adopt the view that
comprehensibility is necessary, if ESS are intended to
successfully fulfil their purpose of adding value to stra-
tegic decision-making. To do this effectively, there is a
need to fully assess the essential content of an ESS. But
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many of the existing studies are not sufficiently compre-
hensible for a complete external evaluation of the quality
and usefulness of such studies. Since readers do have dif-
ferent questions and educational backgrounds, there is a
need for comprehensibility on several communication
levels (inter alia proposed in [21]). In the best case, a
wide spectrum of addressees such as experts, decision-
makers and the public is enabled to build their own
opinions based on the outcome of ESS.
However, even the minimum requirement, which is for
us full traceability of ESS for experts, often cannot be met
[5]. In general, two kinds of required comprehensibility
can be distinguished in this context: First, model compre-
hensibility, which aims at ensuring comparability and re-
producibility by experts. The second one is study-results
comprehensibility which enables the interpretation of ESS
outcomes also for non-experts. If results comprehensibil-
ity cannot be sufficiently provided, it is an obvious precon-
dition that at least experts who work in the field of energy
scenario construction and application need to be able to
fully retrace the work of other experts in order to explain
it to the remaining addressees.
We claim to tackle this issue by highlighting the import-
ant role of transparency. Therefore, we aim to provide an
additional approach for practical use cases where a glass
box model is difficult to be achieved. Its purpose is to en-
sure leastways the provision of necessary information for
expert judgement for both model comprehensibility and
also results comprehensibility. For this reason, the target
group of our work’s outcome is limited to experts, in their
role of authors and/or readers of ESS.
The next subsection provides a review of existing
scientific work that addresses quality criteria in model-
based studies with guidelines of good practice. Further-
more, the applied methodology for the determination of
the transparency criteria for model-based scenario stud-
ies is explained in the ‘Methods’ section. ‘Results and
discussion’ section introduces the ESS transparency
checklist where the identified criteria are collected and
discusses several of its key points. Finally, in the
‘Conclusions’ section, a further collection of transparency
criteria for addressees other than experts is suggested.
Literature review
The issue of insufficient comprehensibility in scenario
studies is not new and the contributions of previous
work to address it have been made. For example, a re-
cent study of the International Risk Governance Council
[22] provides a comprehensive methodological review on
energy scenario and modeling techniques. The work em-
phasizes a clear (i.e. transparent) communication of the
scenario and model outcome, especially in terms of pos-
sible uncertainties and biases. Although [22] delivers
novel insights with regard to shortcomings of energy
scenario methods, it provides little guidance on the pos-
sible ways of ensuring transparency in model-based ESS.
In this section, two main bodies of literature are exam-
ined; one dealing more generally with model compre-
hensibility; the other, with existing tools for model
documentation and transparency.
In general, there are several approaches to tackle the
need for comprehensibility in model-based ESS. One is
the use of standards which mainly refers to requirements
for documentation and data handling. Standards enable
the reader of ESS to find a common understanding of
the whole modeling process. Examples which strive for
the standardization of applied models, data sets or as-
sumptions are calls for research projects in the context
of the German Energiewende [23] as well as require-
ments of methodologies [24] and planning tools for
policy advice in the USA [25].
Open source and access approaches for both model
code and the related data are another way of dealing
with the previously described challenges. The concept
incorporates advantages such as improved reproducibil-
ity of results or distributed peer reviewing, which
partially eliminates shortcomings regarding the compre-
hensibility of energy scenarios. While the idea of open
source and access is claimed to be essential for transpar-
ent research and reproducibility [26, 27], the matter has
not been fully established in model-based energy sce-
nario analysis yet. Nevertheless, open access policy is a
requirement for funding grants in some research fields,
such as the Public Access Plan of the US Department of
Energy (DOE) [28]. The plan demands that all DOE-
granted publications have to be uploaded to a public re-
pository, while for the related data, a data management
plan has to be provided.
The issue of model documentation in scientific work is
notably addressed in the field of ecology. Benz et al. [29]
introduce ECOBAS, a standardized model documenta-
tion system that facilitates the model creation, documen-
tation and exchange in the field of ecology and
environmental sciences. ECOBAS is designed to over-
come the difficulties in writing model documentation
and applying the documentation to any model language.
Schmolke et al. [30] and Grimm et al. [31] propose
‘transparent and comprehensive ecological modeling
evaluation’ (TRACE), a tool for planning, performing
and documenting good modeling practice. The authors
aim to establish expectations of what modelers should
clearly communicate when presenting their model (e.g.
clear model description and sensitivity analysis of the
model output). The purpose of a TRACE-based docu-
ment is to provide convincing evidence that a model is
thoroughly designed, correctly implemented, well-tested,
understood and appropriately applied for its intended
purpose.
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In the context of model-based research in the social sci-
ences, Rahmandad and Sterman [32] provide reporting
guidelines to facilitate model reproducibility. They distin-
guish between a ‘minimum’ and a ‘preferred’ reporting re-
quirement. For computer-simulation models, they further
differentiate between a ‘model’ and a ‘simulation’ reporting
requirement. Two types of simulation methods are
commonly used: agent-based modeling (ABM) and system
dynamics (SD). For studies using ABM, Grimm et al. [33]
suggest a framework via the Overview, Design concepts,
and Details (ODD) protocol and provide examples of how
to apply it. The ODD can be understood as a communica-
tion tool to enable ABM replication. Later, the authors
assess the critical points raised against ODD and offer an
updated and improved version of the protocol [34]. Con-
cerning the SD approach, Rahmandad and Sterman [32]
illustrate how to implement their reporting guidelines using
an innovation diffusion model. In principle, the SD model-
ing approach is suitable for a high level of model transpar-
ency. However, although the qualitative visualization of an
SD model is common practice, this is not always the case
for the model code. Efforts to enhance the documentation
of such models are made by e.g. [35].
In the context of policy analysis, Gass et al. [36] propose
a hierarchical approach for producing and organizing
documentation of complex models. It recommends four
major documentation levels: (1) rote operation of the
model, (2) model use, (3) model maintenance and (4)
model assessment. Another documentation framework,
especially designed for energy system models, is published
by Dodds et al. [37]. The focus of the work lies on the
challenges due to the increasing complexity which is
affected by the ongoing development of often applied
optimization models. Although the proposed design met-
rics are influenced by the structure of optimization
models, the presented approach incorporates a way of
dealing with the evolution of different model types and
thus their input and output data as well.
In essence, the literature shows that standards enable
comprehensibility through the harmonization of regula-
tions, frameworks and documentations, whereas open
source approaches provide comprehensibility through
transparency. However, on the one hand, standards, such
as ECOBAS or ODD, are often specifically designed for a
certain field of research (ECOBAS: ecology and environ-
mental sciences) or model type (ODD: agent-based
models). In this sense, we think that they are an adequate
way to tackle what we call model comprehensibility, but
do not provide full result comprehensibility. On the other
hand, we consider open source approaches to be an
extreme case of transparency that does not automatically
facilitate the comprehensibility of studies for policy advice.
For instance, in order to benefit from full open source,
substantial investment in familiarization with the source is
required. Thus, depending on the background knowledge
of an ESS user, open source may also compromise the
comprehensibility of a study due to information overload.
The latter can be tackled through different levels of details
(for a broader discussion of this issue, see section ‘Results
and discussion’). Our contribution to the current state of
research therefore addresses a synthesis of standardization
and increasing, but balanced, transparency in energy
scenario studies (including result and model comprehensi-
bility), if these are to be seen as the result of reproducible,
scientific research.
Methods
Conceptual framework
In order to clarify the meaning of frequently used terms
within the following text sections, Fig. 1 shows the data
and information flow within a model-based ESS. Its pur-
pose is to consistently put the key terms ‘Empirical data’,
‘Assumptions’, ‘Model exercise’, ‘Results’ and ‘Conclusions
and recommendations’ into a context representing the
background for the construction and discussion of trans-
parency criteria. Thus, the conceptual framework follows
the typical steps of conducting a model-based ESS:
collection and preparation of empirical data for the
model-based data processing, assumption-making, model
application and preparation of model outputs as well as
deriving comprehensive conclusions and recommenda-
tions. As depicted in Fig. 1, empirical data can be divided
into primary input data which is imported to the model
directly and secondary input data which needs pre-
processing before being imported. The model exercise
contains at least one model (here called ‘model A’). How-
ever, in some cases, a combination of two models or more
is applied (for simplicity, we depicted a combination of
only two models via a linkage stream). Similar to input
data, outputs are divided into primary and secondary data.
Further, this figure illustrates that assumptions can be
made for the model as well as optionally for the pre-
processing, post-processing, additional applied model(s)
and linkage(s) between models. Results represent the last
step of the model exercise. They are given based on the
model output data. Finally, conclusions and recommenda-
tions are made based on the whole chain from the empir-
ical data to the results (indicated by the solid arrow in
Fig. 1).
Construction of transparency criteria
With the aim of increasing the transparency of ESS, we
collected criteria on information needed to understand
the fundamental contents of an ESS, initially adopting
the perspective of an ESS user. The applied methodology
can be seen as an alternating combination of two estab-
lished approaches: qualitative expert interviews [38] and
expert validations. Applying the conceptual framework
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above introduced, we set up a first collection of trans-
parency criteria. It is based on the results of an ESS
assessment workshop conducted by members of the
Helmholtz School on Energy Scenarios [39]. In individ-
ual preparation for this workshop, specific questions7 on
two explicit ESS [40, 41] had to be answered. As all of
the participants of this workshop are ESS authors as well
as users, the initial compilation of transparency criteria
represents the first round of the expert validations.
Meeting the identified transparency criteria means
creating a complete and comprehensible overview of
the underlying work and premises of an ESS. We found
that this information needs to be provided in a format
that can be easily used. Standard protocols or rather
strict guidelines can help to list and describe assump-
tions as well as to transparently communicate the
functional links between these and the model results.
However, formulating such an instrument in a way that
is too constricted bears the risk of high entry barriers
and prohibits transferability over a wide range of
model-based ESS. We therefore concluded that a simple
as well as flexible tool is essential and intentionally
propose the format of a checklist.
Thus, we subsequently rearranged the first collection
of transparency criteria for ESS and extended it by fre-
quently asked questions (FAQ). The first version of the
checklist represented the template for individual inter-
views and discussions with three German post-doc
researchers, one expert working with energy system
modeling and two experts in the field of energy scenario
assessment and scientific policy advice. Hence, the
listing was updated by the feedback of these selected
experts. For the second expert validation round espe-
cially, the perspective of ESS authors was emphasized.
The idea of a transparency checklist for ESS was pre-
sented during the second workshop of the openmod
initiative [26], attended by 35 researchers from Euro-
pean research institutions who are experienced in the
field of energy system modeling. The presented ver-
sion of the checklist was again evaluated and updated
with respect to the feedback of the openmod
workshop. Considering the outcome of our literature
research, we finally added study examples to each
transparency criterion and conducted final expert in-
terviews. This time, one post-doc social scientist and
one post-doc energy system modeler were asked to
suggest improvements to the checklist.
In the following sections, we call the final product of
this construction process the ‘ESS transparency checklist’.
Limitations of the construction approach
Individual expert interviews are a well-established
methodology in social science [42]. In addition, the
expert validation has similarities to DELPHI ap-
proaches [43]. Hence, it provides the evaluation of a
broad set of opinions on an interdisciplinary research
topic and subsequently complements the individual
expert interviews. It represents therefore an appropri-
ate way to avoid expert dilemma and to gain an inter-
subjective collection of transparency criteria as far as
possible [44]. However, only a limited number of ex-
perts were involved in the checklist compilation. Also,
Fig. 1 Information flow and data processing in model-based Energy Scenario Studies (ESS)
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it should be noted that the energy modelers obviously
dominated the selection of respondents. Thus, the
checklist cannot claim to reflect a representative
range of opinions in the scientific community dealing
with ESS.
Moreover, the provision of a checklist template al-
lows on the one hand a comfortable way to compare
the outcome of the interviews and to extend it with
additional viewpoints. But, on the other hand, as an
existing guideline, it also restricts the spectrum of
conceivable criteria to be discussed. Consequently,
possible improvements to the construction method-
ology could be achieved by extending it by both
further approaches such as constellation analysis [45]
as well as a broader and more balanced selection of
involved experts.
Results and discussion
The ESS transparency checklist can be seen as an over-
lay communication protocol between ESS authors and
users which is not intended to automatically assess the
quality of ESS and their content (data, model or assump-
tions), but at least to enable readers to assess these
points for other addressees or their own work.
From the point of view of an ESS author, the collec-
tion of transparency criteria results in a checklist
containing questions which are frequently asked by
modeling experts trying to understand an ESS done by
other experts. In this context, a checklist gives unexper-
ienced ESS authors a summary of important aspects that
need to be considered, especially for performing a
scenario-based analysis used for deriving recommenda-
tions for decision-makers.
From the user’s perspective, the ESS transparency
checklist is a catalogue of FAQ related to a section of
the appropriate ESS document or report. Consequently,
adding the proposed checklist to an energy scenario
study means in a broader sense providing effective ac-
cess to individually relevant and structured information
to the user by an additional table of contents. The expe-
rienced reader benefits from this representation format
of transparency criteria because time-consuming search-
ing through the document for specific information can
be avoided.
The ESS transparency checklist and its application
We distinguish between two versions of the transpar-
ency checklist (see section ‘Appendix’). The full version,
provided at the end of this manuscript, can be seen as
the checklist’s manual which clarifies in detail what is
meant by the various criteria. This is realized in three
ways: by asking relevant expert questions, by using sim-
ple made-up examples and by referencing an existing
study that meets the particular criteria. Although we
consider the ESS transparency checklist to be, in
principle, applicable to any model-based scenario study,
the examples provided are, given our focus, pertinent to
energy scenarios.
The second version of the transparency checklist is the
reduced version. This version is intended for application
to a particular ESS (cf. Table 1). As an additional table of
contents, this reduced version only consists of the trans-
parency criteria and a second table column. In the latter,
an ESS author only has to enter the specific page num-
bers of the study, on which a certain transparency criter-
ion is supposed to be fulfilled. However, the extent to
which any criterion is met depends on the ESS authors’
assessment. With the checklists’ primary purpose to
raise awareness for transparency, we intentionally chose
this open way of dealing with the transparency criteria
to keep the cost of its application low. Thus, ESS
authors can use the reduced version of the checklist at
ease and add it to any document without the need of
Table 1 The reduced version of the ESS transparency checklist
to be used as an additional table of contents
Criterion Page number
General information
1. Author, institution
2. Aim and funding
3. Key term definitions
Empirical data
4. Sources
5. Pre-processing
Assumptions
6. Identification of uncertain factors
7. Uncertainty consideration
8. Storyline construction
9. Assumptions for data modification
Model exercise
10. Model fact sheet
11. Model specific properties
12. Model interaction
13. Model documentation
14. Output data access
15. Model validation
Results
16. Post-processing
17. Sensitivity analyses
18. Robustness analyses
Conclusions and recommendations
19. Results-recommendation relationship
20. Uncertainty communication
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changing the structure or content of the ESS it should
be applied to.
Discussion of transparency criteria—the full version
In the following, we discuss the several categories of the
ESS transparency checklist in more detail. It is mainly
conceived for practitioners to facilitate full application of
the checklist (see section ‘Appendix’).
This should be enabled by additional columns for a
further description of the criteria. So, the column
‘transparency question’ contains one or more exem-
plary expert questions which can be assigned to a
transparency criterion. The column ‘examples and
further description’ shows simple examples for formu-
lations that would contribute to fulfilling the transpar-
ency criterion. Finally, the column ‘applied study’ gives
a concrete example of existing ESS where providing
transparency is done from our point of view.
General information
The first part of the ESS transparency checklist targets
basic background information required for the interpret-
ation and classification of a study. Apart from giving in-
formation about the ESS author(s) and the institution(s),
one key point is the communication of the objectives
(e.g. overarching research question) and the funding of
the study [46]. Another point that affects the interpret-
ation of a study is the use of key terms, which usually
depend on the professional background of the ESS
authors. Often, similar terms are used which have very
different meanings or definitions. Thus, we propose by
providing a glossary describing those terms to avoid
potential misunderstandings and misinterpretation of
the study’s outcomes (‘Key term definitions’).
Input data preparation
The main part of the ESS transparency checklist deals
with the model exercise which, in a more simplified way,
could be described as data processing with a model.
Thus, the checklist’s categories coming along with the
model exercise (‘Empirical data’, ‘Assumptions’, ‘Results
and conclusions’) include topics such as data sources,
data selection, data processing or the interpretation of
data.
As well as distinguishing several types of data like
inputs and outputs, the ESS transparency checklist also
stresses a distinction between data influenced by as-
sumptions and data that is gained from the past. The
category Empirical data therefore asks how the latter is
treated. This kind of data is also known as primary data
and includes data from statistical surveys (e.g. databases
of the International Energy Agency [47]) or measure-
ments of physical quantities (e.g. technical datasheets).
According to the three levels of transparency [18], listing
the sources of the empirical data and pointing out the
modifications that are applied corresponds to providing
the ‘opaque box’. Thus, full transparency goes a step fur-
ther and means also enabling access to the used primary
data as it is described by [48] for the treatment of funda-
mental electricity data.
‘Pre-processing’ of data is often done to unify the
given data from different sources or to adapt it to the
requirements of the modeling environment. Due to a
lack of appropriate empirical data, this also commonly
goes along with the formulation of assumptions
(‘Assumptions for data modification’). A typical ex-
ample is the spatial unification of technical character-
istics and costs, which means that known regional
differences of these parameters are ignored or consid-
ered to be negligible. Since such assumptions seem to
be quite irrelevant in regard to the overarching ob-
jective of the study, they are often rarely documented.
However, assumptions are an indispensable part of an
ESS and therefore play a crucial role for the input
and output data preparation as well as for the appli-
cation of different model types (cf. Fig. 1). The know-
ledge about these assumptions is thus a precondition
for ensuring complete reproducibility of the modeling
exercise.
Assumptions communication
Besides the assumptions for data modification, estimations
about the future developments also cannot be made with-
out assumptions. The ESS transparency checklist empha-
sizes this issue with the following criteria for assumptions
communication which are based on the three typical steps
of a scenario construction process:
First, the necessity of the model exercise to rely on
assumptions leads to intrinsic uncertainties within the
study’s conclusions and derived recommendations. In
principal, two fundamentally different types of uncer-
tainty exist. On the one hand, input data is associated
with possible ranges of values and therefore may affect
the outcome of ESS (data uncertainty). On the other
hand, the model approach itself might include undetect-
able inaccuracies intrinsically (model uncertainty). The
latter might also be interpreted as an error due to ab-
stractions of the real world in order to create a simpli-
fied model. In this sense, Brock and Durlauf [49] give
the example of economic actors which cannot fulfil the
assumptions regarding rational behavior in macroeco-
nomics (i.e. homo oeconomicus). A broader definition of
uncertainty is given by Walker et al. [50] who describe
uncertainty as ‘any departure from the unachievable
ideal of complete determinism’ (p. 8). Trutnevyte et al.
[51] point out that different dimensions of uncertainty
(e.g. input data uncertainty, unawareness or unpredict-
ability of events) lead to an infinite amount of robust
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scenarios. Therefore, the decisions about which uncer-
tain developments are included and excluded in an ESS
play a major role for the interpretation of its outcomes.
The transparency criterion ‘Identification of uncertain
developments’ addresses the associated requirement to
communicate those uncertainties which are explicitly
assessed in the study.
For the derivation of model inputs, usually, a range of
future developments can be identified which is addressed
by bandwidths of qualitative or quantitative values. In
terms of quantitative values, it is a good practice in
scenario studies to deal with them by performing param-
eter variations on input data. However, the number of
practicable model runs is limited, and the number of
assumptions can become quite large. Hence, parameter
variations cannot be done for all quantitative values, and
also qualitative assumptions are not covered by this
approach.
There are qualitative assumptions which are consid-
ered only indirectly in a study, e.g. if a very high share of
electric vehicles is assumed, this goes along with lifestyle
changes, although those are not stated explicitly in the
study. Still, qualitative assumptions like lifestyle changes
can also find direct access in ESS by translating them
into quantitative values for model input. But even in this
translation process, it goes along with assumptions
which do not necessarily have to be explicit. Therefore,
the meaning of specific assumptions on the study’s out-
come is only comprehensible if it is complemented by
the information in which way the corresponding uncer-
tainties are treated in the study. Thus, the second aspect
of assumption communication is about how the main
uncertainties are considered (‘uncertainty consider-
ation’). This includes statements whether the bandwidth
for certain numerical values which go into the model are
justified by applying approaches such as own estima-
tions, literature research or expert workshops. Even the
explicit information that instead of a bandwidth, only a
single, numerical value is chosen arbitrarily can contrib-
ute to an increase of transparency.
Third, to combine the involved assumptions to an
applicable model framework, a storyline is usually
constructed (‘storyline construction’). ‘Storyline-based
scenarios are expressed as qualitative narratives that in
length may range from brief titles to very long and de-
tailed descriptions’ (p. 26) [52]. For the users of model-
based ESS, it is of interest what the storylines are about,
how they were constructed and which normative as-
sumptions8 are included there as they are used to deter-
mine the relevant ranges for numerical assumptions.
Modeling
A critical aspect regarding transparency is the balance
between enabling access to all relevant information
and information overload. The easiest way of tackling
this issue is to provide information on different levels
of detail. In the case of listing all assumptions, this
can be realized by selecting the crucial or new ones
for the main document of the study while referring to
an extra document which contains the complete list
of assumptions.
Balanced information sharing is especially important
when it comes to the description of the modeling
itself. Thus, to be transparent and nevertheless avoid
overstraining the user, we suggest different levels of
detail for the model documentation beginning with a
factsheet. The model factsheet lists basic information
which is useful for comparing similar models. This in-
cludes the model category, its temporal resolution or
its geographical and sectoral focus. As an example for
model classification, we propose Fig. 2 given at the
end of the full version of the ESS transparency
checklist.
Another criterion on the ESS transparency checklist
targets ‘model-specific properties’ which aims at pro-
viding a critical assessment regarding explicitly what
the model can show and what it cannot show. Con-
cerning the aforementioned risk of information over-
load, we suggest listing here only key aspects such as
new equations or modules implemented. The ‘model
documentation’ further refers to a more detailed infor-
mation level of the process of modeling. This entails a
description of how the perception of a real world prob-
lem is translated into a quantitative abstract model
using mathematics (predominantly equations). It may
also touch upon issues such as the range of application
of the model and the feasibility of implementing the
policies examined in the model. A separate document
(following e.g. the TRACE guidelines [31]) may be used
in this case, thereby mitigating the impact of informa-
tion overload. Providing a structured and user-friendly
documentation can be a challenging task as its users
might have different expectations about the content.
These can range from tutorials for out-of-the-box
model application to concrete source code implemen-
tation details for further model development. In
addition, usually model source code evolves continu-
ously which demands maintaining also the documenta-
tion. In this regard, Dodds et al. [37] propose an
approach called model archaeology to especially in-
corporate the effect of different model versions on the
documentation in a structured way. While open source
represents the most detailed information level in this
context, it can be stressed that even limited access to
the models’ source codes contributes to an increase in
transparency of a certain ESS.
As mentioned above, the model itself represents a
source of uncertainty. It is state of the art to perform
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validation tests to tackle this issue. But as models ap-
plied for energy scenario studies cover whole systems
and usually assess possible future developments, classical
experimental validation techniques are rarely applicable
on these models. However, several approaches exist to
check the model’s outcome. They range from simple
structural validity tests (e.g. plausibility checks) to more
sophisticated methods like empirical validity tests (e.g.
back testing of the system’s historical behavior) [18]. For
a better external assessment of the model quality, the
ESS transparency checklist therefore also lists the criter-
ion ‘model validation’ where the applied methods can be
documented.
Moreover, typical experts’ questions aim at distin-
guishing inputs and outputs. Therefore, independent
of what happens within a specific model, a clear label-
ing of the inputs and outputs of the model is required.
This information becomes especially important if more
than one model is involved in an ESS. In order to be
able to assess whether a result is already predeter-
mined by assumptions going into the model exercise, it
is necessary to show by which input parameters an out-
put value could be affected. Consequently, the trans-
parency criterion ‘model interaction’ emphasizes the
data exchange of a model with its environment. This
environment can either be other applied models or in
the simplest case the inputs and outputs of the whole
model exercise.
To illustrate this model interaction in terms of trans-
parent information exchange, various approaches exist.
Standardized model documentation protocols, such as
ODD or TRACE (see section ‘Literature review’) propose
simple tables and class diagrams using Unified Modeling
Language (UML) [53] for the documentation of model
variables. However, we think that these methods are
also applicable to show model interaction. The ODD
protocol [33] suggests flow charts or pseudo-code for
the transparent process overview and interactions be-
tween models. In addition, also a kind of interaction
matrix could be provided. For instance, a listing of all
inputs and outputs involved in the model exercise
represents the matrix’s rows, whereas each individual
model of the model exercise is represented by a col-
umn. Finally, by checking the appropriate cells of the
‘interaction matrix’, the model interaction could be
indicated.
Model output and results
Besides the required knowledge about the origin of cer-
tain data, we take the view that on a more detailed infor-
mation level, also all numerical values generated within
the study need to be accessible. The associated criterion
‘output data access’ is strongly connected to the trans-
parency criteria regarding the results communicated in a
study. But, since the raw model outputs are usually
post-processed for the presentation of the study’s
outcome, we explicitly distinguish it from the ‘Results’
which represent information in a more condensed
way. Although the usual purpose of these data modi-
fications is the reduction in the complexity of the
results (e.g. for answering the overarching research
question), even assumptions can play a role at this
point of the model exercise. In the simplest case,
applying mathematical aggregation functions such as
summation does not affect the meaning of the results
(e.g. summing up the CO2 emissions of administrative
regions to obtain the number of total CO2 emissions of
a state). But, in contrast to this, data interpretation is
another source for output data modification. ESS
authors need to be aware that even if such data modifi-
cations are not intended, implicit assumptions such as
individual opinions can affect the data interpretation
and accordingly the results of the model exercise itself.
Consequently, stating adaptations applied to the output
data, the transparency criterion ‘post-processing’ aims
at raising awareness on the ESS authors’ side.
In order to assess the discussed types of uncertainty
(see section ‘Assumptions communication’), different
methods exist. The most prominent examples are
sensitivity and robustness analyses. While the former
investigates the effect of input parameter variations
on the results within the same model, the latter em-
ploys different models to validate the outcome of a
specific ESS.
In the case of sensitivity analyses, Hamby [54] reviews
alternative approaches. He shows that the use of sensi-
tivity analysis techniques provides valuable insights with
regard to the correlation of specific input parameters
with the model output and also enables the elimination
of certain input data due to its insignificance on the
results.
Weisberg [55] defines a robustness analysis as ‘an
indispensable procedure in the arsenal of theorists
studying complex phenomena’ (p. 742), which ex-
amines ‘a group of similar, but distinct, models
for a robust behaviour’ (p. 737), searching for ‘pre-
dictions common to several independent models’
(p. 730). Brock and Durlauf [49] further suggest
Bayesian analysis as a method to quantify model
uncertainty, but argue that a robustness analysis is
most appropriate for models which are characterized
by rather similar purposes. An example for an uncer-
tainty analysis in ESS using a Bayesian model is given
by Culka [56].
To attribute the effect of input parameter and the
model selection on the results, both sensitivity and ro-
bustness analyses are listed as criteria in the ESS trans-
parency checklist.
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Conclusions and recommendations of model-based ESS
Although the ESS transparency checklist aims at ensur-
ing model comprehensibility for experts in the first
place, making the model exercise transparent is not suf-
ficient to justify conclusions. As a fundamental part of a
scientific study, the conclusions represent, in contrast
to the model outputs, the outcome of the whole model-
ing framework. Especially, this part of the checklist as-
sists ESS users to fully grasp the studies’ outcomes. The
conclusions are supposed not to be drawn only from the
model results, but also to take into consideration the
underlying assumptions. Concerning communication of
the latter, the Progressive Disclosure of Information
(PDI) strategy offers a detailed guideline [21].
As in ESS, ‘Conclusions and recommendations’, in gen-
eral, are mostly intended to give some kind of advice to
decision-makers, and another level of information detail
is required to assess the study’s outcome in terms of an-
swering the overarching research question. This means
that even if the necessary information for an uncertainty
assessment by external experts is provided, we
recommend that ESS authors give a statement about the
effect of uncertainties, because they are the most
knowledgeable about the model exercise. For instance, it
can be explicitly stressed which alternative future devel-
opments are also possible even if they are not covered
by the studies’ results.
Information on how the uncertainties have been dealt
with is required not only for the formulation of the con-
clusions but also for the formulation of the recommen-
dations. Depending on the degree of uncertainty, three
types of statements are possible: probabilistic, possibilis-
tic or deterministic. This has an influence on how
recommendations are communicated. As an example for
improving current practice, ESS authors could learn
from climate research which delivers a prototype for giv-
ing policy advice taking into account uncertainty com-
munication [57]. Probabilistic statements for explorative
scenarios rarely can be made since the capability to pre-
dict future developments is limited [58]. A common
misinterpretation by ESS users is mistaking of business-
as-usual scenarios as predictions of what will happen
(instead of what can happen).
In addition, the missing transparency of how concrete
proposals for decision-making are derived from the the-
oretical model exercise was a major critique on existing
model-based ESS during the process of developing the
transparency criteria. The ESS authors face the risk
that their recommendations are perceived as untrace-
able or, in extreme cases, arbitrary if they fail to clar-
ify the relationship between their conclusions and
their recommendations. In order to mitigate this risk,
the ESS authors should provide a clear argument for
their recommendations. This would mean that the
description of the causal chain captured by their
model is complemented by argumentation analysis to
support their recommendations, thereby highlighting
the process by which the results-recommendation re-
lationship is created.
Limitations of the ESS transparency checklist
The ESS transparency checklist as a first step to improve
transparency in ESS is an expert-to-expert tool. This en-
tails a restricted perspective of the issue of lacking trans-
parency in ESS as well as a limited transferability to
non-experts. However, the difference in perspective be-
tween experts (here, modelers or ESS authors) and non-
experts is important. For example, Walker et al. [50]
explicitly distinguish, in the context of uncertainty,
between the modeler’s view and the decision-makers’ or
policymakers’ view. To some extent, the transparency
criteria in their current form are beneficial for non-
experts as they provide a first insight into the key as-
sumptions and methodologies of an ESS. Nevertheless,
although this may be of value to non-experts, addressing
their needs in a more comprehensive manner requires
an approach that differs from the ESS transparency
checklist. For instance, an adaptation or enlargement of
the transparency checklist might ensure applicability to
a broader audience.
Furthermore, asking ESS authors to fill out the check-
list by themselves may raise the question of quality as-
surance and as a qualitative empiric tool the checklist
includes potential conflicts of interest of energy mod-
elers. However, with regard to this, for quality assurance,
we rely on the practice of good scientific conduct in the
modeling community.
Finally, the ESS transparency checklist facilitates and
also requires a certain level of standardization, which is
a key element in order to provide comparability of
model-based ESS. Consequently, it determines to some
extent in which way ESS are presented (i.e. what infor-
mation is conveyed and at what level of transparency).
However, it is important to stress that standardization is
not a panacea, since ESS are very diverse and the
current version of the checklist naturally does not
exhaust all reporting possibilities. This is one reason
why ESS authors might find it challenging to apply the
checklist to their study.
Conclusions and outlook
If ESS are to meet their purpose, openness to public
scrutiny is needed. We argue that a high degree of
transparency in consonance with scientific standards is
still pending in model-based ESS. In this paper, an in-
strument to tackle this issue has been proposed in the
form of the ESS transparency checklist. This tool is
conceived as an addition to transparency approaches
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such as open source which represent so called glass box
(i.e. high level of transparency) models. It presents the key
information of model-based ESS in a compact and
standardized manner. In practical cases where, for various
reasons, ESS authors are unable to provide their glass box
model, the checklist may be used as a tool that meets a
minimum requirement for transparency.
The ESS checklist is the outcome of a process which
includes literature review, expert interviews and expert
validations. Its structure follows the method of data and
information processing within a model-based ESS.
Therewith, it distinguishes between input parameter
modification in advance of the modeling (pre-process-
ing) and post-processing which aims at condensing rare
model outputs (post-processing). Stressing, especially,
the importance of assumptions communication and
model documentation, the checklist considers different
levels of detail to provide information for study users
with different degrees of knowledge about a modeling
exercise. Although the ESS transparency checklist ap-
pears to be a useful tool for modeling experts in the first
place, it is the first step for a standardized communica-
tion protocol between performers and assessors of
complex studies in the field of energy scenarios.
We do not expect to leave this issue completely re-
solved. Instead, an attempt is made to highlight one
weakness in ESS, and we put forward our initial sugges-
tion for improvement. For instance, we suggest the
development of transparency criteria for a broader
spectrum of addressees, such as the public or policy-
makers. The reduced version of the ESS transparency
checklist (see Additional file 1) can be a valuable starting
point for this purpose, but further questions (e.g. ‘What
does a solver routine do?’) need to be considered as well.
In order to identify transparency criteria, e.g. for politi-
cians or public stakeholders, we suggest further surveys,
specially adapted to these addressees taking into account
customized communication strategies as proposed by
Kloprogge et al. [21]. A useful manner of addressing the
needs of non-experts may be by means of producing a
modeling guide for non-experts. Such a guide could con-
tain fundamental issues and answers to questions a non-
expert user should ask about the model exercise.
We think that the ESS transparency checklist is a simple
but very helpful tool for authors and readers of ESS and ex-
pect that its adoption will help improve the quality of such
studies in the future. We would like to invite potential users
to benefit by applying it to their studies and reports.
Comments and critiques from the research community
and experienced users of model-based ESS are welcomed.
Endnotes
1In this paper, we refer to the following definition of the
word ‘scenario’ given by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC): ‘A plausible and often simplified
description of how the future may develop, based on a
coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions
about driving forces and key relationships’ (p. 86) [59].
2‘Availability bias’ describes the tendency of ESS
authors to include their knowledge of historic events
(e.g. the past development of electricity prices) and
own experience into the rationale behind their model
parametrization or model methodology. In conse-
quence, unexpected or disruptive elements might be
neglected in the modeling approach. For the availabil-
ity heuristic and availability biases in the context of
risk, see [61, 62].
3In this paper, a ‘model’ is defined as a mathematically
consistent framework including an inter-dependent set
of equations which aims to analyse how phenomena
occur in a complex system. It is usually in the form of a
computer algorithm.
4In general the terms ‘reader’ or ‘user’ are reserved to
designate those people who—expert or not—use the out-
come of ESS, e.g. for decision making or subsequent
modeling exercises. Note that this paper addresses ex-
pert users in particular.
5By assumptions, we mean reasonable, best guess defi-
nitions for unknown values or relationships between var-
iables which are supposed to be plausible but cannot be
directly validated by measured data. In ESS, this applies
either for future developments, generalization in order
to reduce complexity (of data or models) or incomplete
data sets for which measurements are not fully available.
Thus, assumptions may differ depending on the profes-
sional background, intention, or even ideology of per-
sons who make them.
6The term ‘ESS author’ refers to those people who develop
ESS. Thus, in this paper, ESS authors can be understood as
modeling experts having the intention to document an
ESS. Often ESS authors are also readers of ESS.
7A complete summary of the questions from the work-
shop is attached to the ‘Appendix’ section below.
8These normative assumptions are a part of the story-
line. For instance, they do influence the distinction of
what is (not) included in the data processing and there-
fore define the system boundaries of the model(s).
Appendix
Questionnaire for the initial collection of transparency
criteria
Assumptions
What assumptions about price paths and technology
costs in the future were made and how do they affect
the scenario results and derived recommendations? Is
there sufficient transparency to assess this? Are the as-
sumptions well-founded or could other developments be
assumed just as well?
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Scenario methods
How can the basic methodology of the scenario con-
struction be described and how can we distinguish it
from other approaches? In particular, which method-
ology has been used to develop future technology splits
for the electricity, heat and transport sectors and how
far have economic and infrastructural aspects been taken
into account (keyword: system costs)? Is the study suffi-
ciently transparent to assess this?
Consistency
Are assumptions and scenario results consistent (con-
sumption and demand drivers in the energy sectors, sup-
ply/generation, costs, and conclusions)? Is there sufficient
transparency to judge this? Are interactions between the
electricity, heat and transport sectors considered?
Uncertainty
How does the study communicate uncertainties of its main
findings? Are scenarios considered to be plausible worlds, or
possible future pathways, or likely evolutions of the energy
system? Do the main findings of the studies represent pos-
sibility statements? Are uncertainties expressed in a prob-
abilistic way, either qualitatively or quantitatively? Does
the study pretend to arrive at robust results? And is the
specific way the study presents uncertainties adequate?
Policy advice
Does the study derive policy recommendations from the
scenarios? If so, how? And is this reasoning valid?
Which additional normative assumptions enter the der-
ivation of policy recommendations and are they made
sufficiently transparent?
Reception
How has the study been received (in the public, by
stakeholders, in the media, etc.)? Has this reception been
politically biased? Were the findings over-simplified and
did this seriously distort the original content of the
study?
Fig. 2 Classification of energy system models based on [81]
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Table 2 Full version of the ESS transparency checklist
Criterion Transparency question Examples and further description Applied study and page number
General Information
1. Author, Institution −Who are the ESS authors and for which
institution(s) do they work?
−John Doe (Scenarios Inc.). −[40], pp. 2–3 displays information on the study
partners, the name of the project manager
and lead author, the names and institutes of
the research team (co-authors) and the editors.−In case of a collaborative ESS, what are
the authors’ contributions in detail?
−‘John Doe developed the model, while Jane
Doe was responsible for the interpretation
of the results.’
2. Aim and funding −Who are the costumers requesting the study?
−Is there external funding? If yes, what is the
source and to which proposal does it refer?
−What is the purpose (hypothesis) and research
question of the study?
−What is different in comparison to the current
state of research?
−Study commissioned and fully funded by
Energy Inc.
−‘Giving policy advice to show whether Nuclear
Phase-out in Germany by the end of 2022 is
affordable.’
−‘A novel methodology is used, beside new
cost parameters which were included.’
−[24], pp. ii expresses that the study is funded
by an Agency of United States government.
−[60], pp. I present the core objective of the
study which is to show a pathway of moving
toward a nuclear-free European Union.
3. Key term definitions −How are key terms used in the study’s context? −Different terms to address the same matter:
‘Grid balancing’ and ‘power system flexibility’
both mean the availability of an energy system
to shift power to match supply and demand.
−The same term used for different matters:
‘Demand’ can be interpreted as useful demand
or final energy consumption.
−In the context of car propulsion, [61], pp.76–78
clarifies the different automotive technologies.
The study also includes a list of acronyms
(p.145), but not a glossary.
−Where are key terms defined? −‘Key terms are defined in the main text’/‘The
study includes a glossary section.’
Empirical data
4. Sources −What are the sources of empirical data? −‘Power-plant capacity and spatial distribution
base on Enipedia [62].’
−‘Economic statistics, such as electricity or gas
prices, are provided by Eurostat [63].’
−[64] Allows online visualization of the data used
in the study and the possibility to download
the data in an Excel file. For transport, such a
file contains information on the units but not
the source of data for historical values.
5. Pre-Processing −Are empirical data used directly as model
input or are data pre-processed?
−How is the characteristic of the empirical
data adapted to the input requirements of the
model(s)?
−‘The spatial resolution of the empirical data is
national energy demand of a country (e.g.
Germany). The model needs a spatial resolution for
administrative regions (e.g. Berlin). Therefore, the
national energy demand is multiplied by distribution
factors for each administrative region.’
−[65], p.32 use output from different models and
studies and modify with regard to their
application. In this specific example, they aim to
calculate the total earnings from construction
and operation in a 100 % renewable energy
based scenario. They therefore use raw,
unscaled earning values from JEDI models
(Economic Development Impact) and scale
them in accordance with their prices to
account for changes in wages and labor hours.
Assumptions
6. Identification of uncertain
factors
−What are the (main) uncertain factors and
corresponding assumptions (quantitative and
qualitative)?
−‘All considered uncertainties concerning future
developments can be found in the supplementary
section.’
−[66], p.6 describes how the selection of uncertain
factors was done, who was included, and which
method was use. Pp. 7, 8, 10 list those factors
which are explicitly considered in the study.
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Table 2 Full version of the ESS transparency checklist (Continued)
−Which uncertain factors are explicitly
considered in the study?
−‘For all types of power plants a general
standard efficiency is assumed according to the
following table…’
−‘We take into account lifestyle changes
(qualitative factor), as well as the growth rate of
the oil price (quantitative factor).’
7. Uncertainty consideration −How do you deal with the uncertain factor
you have identified?
−‘Lifestyle changes are considered indirectly by
their impacts on other factors (e.g. demand
and efficiency).’
−‘Oil price is considered directly as an
assumption of the model application by an
expert’s opinion.’
−[67], pp. 387–389 explain the key driving forces
of the scenario study and their assumed
alternative developments in the future. They
also mention how the assessment was done.
−Which (alternative) development paths are
assumed for the uncertain factors?
−Qualitative assessment: ‘Lifestyles could be
oriented towards sustainability, materialism or
economics by 2050.’
−Quantitative assessment: ‘Oil price growth can be
at least 0 %, but not more than 80 % by 2050.’
−‘GDP growth is fixed to 1.6 % per year.’
−What are the sources of the chosen
development paths?
−Heuristic.
−Empirical (expert knowledge e.g. 10 economists,
10 consumers, literature review).
−Why and how are individual values chosen
from a bandwidth of possible values?
−‘The chosen values are based on own
assumptions/desk research/expert workshop/
literature review.’
8. Storyline construction −What narrative description of scenarios is
used which highlights the main scenario
characteristics and dynamics?
−What is the relationship between the key
driving forces?
−Qualitative narratives can vary in length from
brief titles to very long and detailed
descriptions.
−[68], pp. 763–764 mention which groups of
actors were included in the construction
process of the narratives (stakeholder visions)
and furthermore describe the methodology,
how the visions were created. On p. 766 a
description of the applied visions can be found.
−Which method is used to construct the
storyline(s)?
−Interdisciplinary expert workshop (social
scientist, psychologist, engineer, economist).
−Intuitive scenario construction (no specific method).
−Which normative assumptions are included
in the storylines?
−Political targets for green house reductions
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Table 2 Full version of the ESS transparency checklist (Continued)
9. Which assumptions are related
to the modification of model
input?
−For the mentioned example in the section
‘Empirical data’: The pre-processing is done by
splitting up the national energy demand by
population density. The assumption related to
this is that the energy demand is proportionally
distributed to the population density.
−In [69] pp.30–31 a description is given how the
nationally installed capacities of renewable power
generation are distributed on a regional level.
Model exercise
10. Model fact sheet −Which kind of modeling approach is used? −Bottom-Up, Top-Down, Hybrid.
−Optimization, Simulation.
−[41], p.85 lists the geographical scope
(European Union) as well as the models’ time
horizon (1990–2050).
−What is the geographical coverage of the
model?
−What temporal resolution and time horizon
uses the model?
−Global, 2005–2050, hourly time steps.
−For a comprehensive overview on model
classification see also Fig. 2.
−Which sector is addressed by the model? −Energy (power, heat,…), economy,
environment.
−How does the model deal with uncertainties? −‘The model is deterministic and does not
include random elements.’
−‘The model is mainly deterministic but
incorporates stochastic components (e.g.
includes Monte Carlo simulations based on
probability distribution assumptions for key
parameters).’
−‘The model is mainly stochastic as it is based
on probability theory (e.g. econometric model).’
11. Model specific properties −What are the main specific characteristics
(strengths and weaknesses) of this model
regarding the purpose of the recommendation?
−What are the new equations or essential
equations?
−‘High level of technology detail.’
−‘It is assumed that demand can be derived
from GDP with a linear formulation which could
also be formulated nonlinearly.’
−‘For modeling shareholder strategies new
equations are implemented and the objective
function is extended.’
−[70], pp.8–25 lists several models with their
specific strengths regarding the spatial or
sectoral focus.
12. Model interaction −What is the input and output data of the model
exercise?
−Does the model exercise include several models?
If so, which data do these models exchange?
−Flow chart: −[71], p.57 shows the interaction of several
models.
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−Interaction matrix:
Model 
A
Model 
B
Population In
Power 
Demand Out In
Power 
generation 
cost
Out
13. Model documentation −Is there a complete documentation of the
model available?
−Where are the units and symbols used in the
equations documented?
−Is the model’s source code accessible?
−‘All used equations can be found in
appendix A.’
−‘The open source model can be
downloaded at…’
−See also [29, 33, 35–37]
−The Mobility Model in [72], pp.369–378 is
fully documented in the Appendix but it is
not available for download.
14. Output data access −Where can one find the numerical values
(output) of the model?
−‘All output values can be found in appendix B.’ −[73] shows the key model output at the
beginning of the study (p. 2) and some key
values in the ‘Conclusions’ section (p. 74). The
numerical values can be obtained from their
model (freely available on their website).
15. Model validation −What kind of validation method is used? −[74] and [18] distinguish between structural
and behavioral validation.
−[75] illustrates 12 types of tests.
−[76], pp.130–134 devotes a chapter section to
the model validation, including structural,
parameter and behavior validation (cf. his
Table 21).
Results
16. Post-processing −Are the presented results directly taken from
the models’ output or are they modified?
−Are additional assumptions applied for this
modification?
−‘The model outputs are on a regional level,
while the research questions aim at
recommendations regarding a national level.
Therefore, the output data is simply summated.’
−[77] project highway fuel demand based on
their estimation of vehicle stock. Table 3 (pp.
160–161) shows that post-processing is
undertaken for total vehicles for 2030.
17. Sensitivity analyses −How sensitive are the model results to
parameter values variations?
−Univariate and multivariate sensitivity analyses:
numerical, behavioral and policy sensitivity.
−Extreme conditions tests.
−[78], pp. 61–62 perform detailed sensitivity
analyses for the total system cost of European
Energy System.
18. Robustness analyses −Are the model results within the expected
deviation compared to commensurable
models?
−See also [55]
−‘All considered uncertainties concerning future
developments can be found in the
supplementary section.’
−[79] perform a robustness analysis of their
model POWER against three other power
system models.
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Table 2 Full version of the ESS transparency checklist (Continued)
Conclusions and Recommendations
19. Results – recommend-dation -
relationship
−How do specific recommendations correspond
to the results (e.g. output value or
interpretation)?
−How do results of the model exercise support
normative recommendations with respect to
the assumptions?
−How far can the recommendations be
differentiated?
Categorical Conditional
Proba-
bilistic
With a 
probability 
of 0.2 
climate 
goals will be 
reached.
If CO2-
certificates are 
more 
expensive, 
climate goals 
will be reached 
with a 
probability of 
0.2
Possi-
bilistic
It is 
possible to 
reach the 
climate 
goals.
If CO2-
certificates are 
more 
expensive, it is 
possible to 
reach the 
climate goals.
Deter-
minis-
tic
Climate 
goals will be 
reached.
If CO2-
certificates are 
more 
expensive, 
climate goals 
will be reached
−[80], p. 3 recommends a global average fuel
economy target based on emissions reductions
and oil savings results.
20. Uncertainty communication −Which normative assumptions are considered
for deriving recommendations?
−‘Based on the assumption that the expansion
targets for renewable energies will still be the
same for the next 20 years, we recommend to
further stimulate investments into new
renewable technologies by applying the
following…’
−How reliable are the results due to the
uncertainty of the assumptions and the modeling
(e.g. system boundaries, model simplifications)?
−‘The specific oil-price development being used
is highly uncertain. The only thing we know is
that such a development is possible. And we also
checked that all other assumptions being used to
calculate the output are consistent with each
other. Hence, what we calculated is possible.’
−‘If we use these simplifications it can be
checked in a smaller model, that this
simplification leads to an underestimation of….’
−With the summary for policy makers the IPCC
[57] states comprehensively the uncertainties,
for instance by differentiating the likelihood of
the results and outcomes on p. 4.
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